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Abstract 
This paper deals with algebraic extensions according to a definition of J6nsson (or AEs), in the 
category Arch of archimedean /-groups, with L-homomorphisms. We show: An extension A < B 
is an AE iff the embedding is categorically epic, and A majorizes B (i.e., is order-cofinal); An 
object is algebraically closed iff it is divisible and relatively uniformly complete. These objects 
constitute the least essentially-reflective subcategory, and “algebraic closure” means “relative 
uniform completion of the divisible hull”. This paper continues, and relies heavily upon, our 
paper of the same title, I, which concerned AEs in the category W, of archimedean Y-groups 
with distinquished weak unit. Considerable pathology is displayed by the notion of AE in W, 
but this vanishes upon passage to Arch. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
19Yl MSC: Primary 06S20; Secondary 08CO5; 12F05; 18A20; 18A40; 46A40; 54C45 
This paper is a direct continuation of our paper [31], and is written that way. We 
shall not recall notation or terminology from Ball and Hager [31], and we shall not 
survey nor synopsize the results from Ball and Hager [31] which we now need. We 
shall continue the numbering system from Ball and Hager [31] into the present paper: 
The last section of Ball and Hager [31] is Section 9, and the first section of this paper 
is Section 10; the last entry in the references in [31] is numbered [29], and the first 
here is [30] (with apologies for the resulting abuse of the alphabet). 
Consequences of this policy are that, the paper is relatively brief, but the reader will 
almost certainly need to have [31] in hand. 
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10. Algebraic extension in Arch 
We recall from Ball and Hager [31, Section l] that in Arch or W, an extension 
A 5 B is algebraic iff it is “restrictably epic”, meaning A <E 5 B implies A 5 E is epic. 
In [31], we have described the AEs in W. We now apply these results for our basic 
description of AEs in Arch, the transitional apparatus being the various associations 
between an embedding A <B and all the embeddings AlaLA 5 B/aLB (a E AS ). 
10.1 Preliminaries. For A E Arch and S C A, SLA, or just Sl denotes {x E A 1 Ixil\lsi=O 
for each s ES}. This is an ideal, and A/S1 E Arch [9]. 
IfA<B in Arch, and aEA +, there is the obvious induced embedding of quotients 
AlaLA < B/a lB, lying in Arch, and upon designating the units a + aLA and a + uLB, 
we have AlaLA (: B/aLB in W. 
The Arch-embedding A <B is called corssential (in Arch) if, whenever p : B + C 
in Arch has cplA=O then cp=O. 
The following theorem is crucial. 
(a) [5, 8.4.41. The Arch-embedding A <B is Arch-epic iff it is coessential, and for 
each a E A+, AlaLA 5 B/aiB is W-epic. 
A 5 B is majorizing if for each b E B, there is a E A with lb/ <a. Evidently, a ma- 
jorizing Arch-embedding is coessential. Exactly what we need is the rare converse: 
(b) [33, 3.31. If the Arch-embedding A <B is coessential, and B is generated as an 
e-group by A together with only finitely many elements, then A majorizes B. 
The following is one of our main theorems. 
10.2 Theorem. For the Arch-embedding A 5 B, the follo\viny ure equivalent. 
(a) A <B is Arch-ulgebruic (i.e., restrictably epic in Arch). 
(b) A 5 B is majorizing, and Arch-epic. 
(c) A < B is majorizing, and jbr each a E Ai, AlaLA 5 B/aLB is W-epic. 
(d) A < B is majorking, und Jbr each a E Ai, AlaLA 5 B/al” is W-algebraic. 
Proof. (a) + (b). Suppose A <B is restrictably epic. Of course, it is epic. If b E B, 
then A < AB(b) is epic, hence coessential, so A majorizes AB(b) by 10.1(b). It follows 
that A majorizes B. 
(b) + (c). By 10.1(a). 
(c) + (d). If A <B is majorizing, then any AlaLA 5 B/C&~ is majorizing, and a 
majorizing W-epic is W-algebraic by Ball and Hager [31, 2.81. 
(d) + (a). Suppose (d). Let A SC< B; we want to show A< C epic. We use 
10.1(a). Since A majorizes B, A majorizes C, so A 5 C is coessential as noted in 10.1. 
For aEA+, consider AlaLA < C/a” 5 B/aLB. Since AlaLA < B/aLB is W-algebraic, 
AlaLA < C/al’ is W-epic, as desired. 0 
10.3 Corollaries. (a) An Arch-algebraic embedding is essential. 
(b) If’A I B, and B 5 C ure Arch-algebraic, then so is A 5 C. 
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Proof. (a) According to Hager and Kizanis [34, 6.91, the Arch-embedding A 5 B is 
essential iff Al’ = (0), and for each Q E A+, A/aLA _ < B/aLB is W-essential. (The proof 
of this is routine.) We verify those conditions. If A <B is Arch-algebraic: it is epic, thus 
coessential (lO.l), thus ALB=(0) ([5, 8.4.31); also, each A/aLA < B/aLB is W-algebraic 
(Theorem 10.2(d)), thus W-essential by Ball and Hager [31, 4.31. 
(b) Use Theorem 10.2(b): The properties “epic” and “majorizing” are each preserved 
under composition. 0 
We note the pleasant contrast of 10.5(b) with the situation in W, as described in [31]. 
Il. Algebraic closure 
An object with no proper AEs is called algebraically closed (AC), and an alge- 
braically closed algebraic extension of A is called an algebraic closure of A. 
Recall from Ball and Hager [31, 4.41, that in W, AEs do not compose - in contrast 
to Corollary 10.3(b) ~ and, this is closely associated with the general lack of algebraic 
closures [31, Sections 5-71. However: 
I 1.1 Theorem. In Arch, euch object A has an extension A 5 aA with the properties 
(1) A <B is an AE iflB < aA over A, i.e, A < srA is a maximum AE of A, 
(2) A < aA is an algebraic closure of A, 
(3) ctA is an AC rejection of A. 
An extension qf A with property (l), or (2), or (3), is isomorphic to xA over A. 
Proof. Let A E Arch. We shall prove, in order, (i) A has a maximum AE, (ii) a max- 
imum AE is an algebraic closure, (iii) an algebraic closure is an AC reflection. The 
uniqueness statements then follow, just because reflections are unique [22]. 
(i) A has a maximum AI? We employ Conrad’s maximum essential extension [lo]: 
In Arch, there is an extension A < eA such that A <B is essential iff B < eA over A. 
Let rA be the sub-/-group of eA generated by U = U {BIA <B <eA, A <B is 
algebraic}. An element b of GIA is a finite combination in the t-group operations 
of elements of U, hence of some l-l:=, Bi. (See [9].) Using Theorem 10.2: Since each 
A < Bi is algebraic, hence epic and majorizing, it follows that A < %A is epic and 
majorizing, hence algebraic. 
If A 5 B is an AE, it is essential (Corollary 10.3(a)), and thus B < eA over A, whence 
BcUccxA. 
(ii) A maximum AE is an algebraic closure: We label embeddings for clarity. 
If i: A i xA is a maximum AE, and j: zA <B is an AE, then by Corollary 10.3(b), 
,ji: A 5 B is an AE, whence k : B 5 aA over A, i.e., kji = i. Since i is epic, kj is the 
identity on ctA, so j is an epic section, thus an isomorphism [22]. Since we were 
construing j as an inclusion, XA is AC. 
(iii) An algebraic closure is an AC reflection: Let A < %A be an algebraic closure, 
and let cp : A -C be an Arch-morphism with C E AC. We are to extend q over xA; 
uniqueness is automatic since A < aA is epic. 
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We employ the “Majorizing-injectivity Theorem”: In abelian C-groups, if q : A + D 
is an L-homomorphism with D divisible and conditionally complete, then cp lifts over 
any majorizing embedding of A. (See [35]. The real content of this, in archimedean 
vector lattices, is due originally to Lipecki, and Luxemburg-Schep independently. This 
is all discussed in [35].) 
With our original q : A + C, let D be the conditional completion of the divisible hull 
of C [9], so there is Y = ~4 --tD with Y IA = cp. It suffices to show that Y(aA) C C; 
then the desired extension of q is the “range-restriction” of Y. 
Let b E %A and consider the extensions by one element (discussed in [3 l] Sec- 
tion l), which we label for clarity: i: A <A,A(~) and j: C 5 c~(Y(6)). 
Let Y/o : &~(b) + Co( Y(b)) denote the indicated domain and range restriction of 
Y. So “Y IA = @’ implies, with our new notation, Y$ = jq. 
We show j is epic. Suppose /?I j=/&j(fli E Arch). Then pijq=fizjq, whence pi Yoi= 
/$Y,$, whence PI Y/O = /&Yo (since i is epic; since A < aA is restrictably epic). Thus 
P1(~0@))=/32(~0@)). s ince fiij = pzj, and CD( Y(b)) is generated by C and Y(b) = 
Yy~(b), it follows that pi = 02. 
Finally, Since A majorizes rA, it follows that C majorizes c~(Y(b)). Thus C 5 CD 
(Y(b)) is algebraic (Theorem 10.2), and since C EAC, Y(b) E C follows. 
The proof of Theorem 11 .l is complete. 0 
In [31, 9.31, we showed that (in a very general setting), for any essentially reflective 
subcategory R, the reflection embeddings are algebraic, and thus every AC object lies 
in R. With Theorem 1 I .I, it now follows that 
11.2 Corollary. In Arch, the cluss of AC objects is the least essentially rejective 
subcategory, and x is the muximum essential rejlection: ifr is any essential rejection, 
then rA 5 aA for any A. 
11.3 Remark. (a) In view of Corollary 1 I .2, one might say that CI is the functorial 
analogue of Conrad’s e [lo] ( recalled in the proof of Theorem 11.1). 
(b) While W is deficient in algebraic closures (as mentioned before), there is the 
maximum essential reflection, c3, as described in [31] Section 9. 
(c) It follows from Corollary 11.2 that, if r is an essential reflection in Arch, then 
for each A, A < rA is majorizing - let us just say 7 is majorizing”. (The crux of this 
is 10.1(b) and [3 1, 9.31.) This contrasts with W, of course: c3 is not majorizing. 
12. Algebraically closed means divisible and relatively uniformly complete 
12.1 Preliminaries. (a) (See [9].) I n abelian d-groups, the divisible hull A 5 dA is 
an essential reflection and preserves the archimedean property, thus provides an es- 
sential reflection in Arch. We let D denote the class of divisible archimedean r- 
groups. 
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(b) (This sub-section is a synopsis from [25], which is about vector lattices. We 
have made the easy modifications to apply to /-groups.). 
Let A E Arch. The (countable) sequence (a,,) in A is relatively unijormly (ru.) 
Cauchy if there is v E A+ (called the regulator) for which, if k EN there is n(k) such 
that m, n > n(k) implies kla, -a,1 < v. And, (a,) r.u. converges to a E A (written a, + a 
r.u.) if there is n E A+ (called the regulator) for which, if k EN there is n(k) such that 
n 2 n(k) implies kla, - al 5 v; we also write a,, +a(v). (Since A E Arch, r.u. limits 
are unique.) A is r.u. complete if each r.u. Cauchy sequence r.u. converges to some 
element of A. The class of r.u. complete archimedean r-groups is denoted RU. 
If A < B in Arch, we set ro(A,B) = A, 
r,(A,B) = {~EBI a, + b r.u. for some {a,} &A}, 
r,(A,B) E U r;.(A,B) if a is a limit ordinal 
Y<% 
f rl(r.,.(A,B),B) if M = y + 1. 
Then, Y,,,,+I (A,B) = r,,, (A,B) is denoted r(A,B), and is called the r.u. closure of A in 
B. If r(A, B) = B, we say that A is r.u. dense in B. 
For us, it is important to note that when A <B is majorizing, all the regulators 
implicit in the construction of r(A, B) may be chosen from A, and if A <B is r.u. dense 
and majorizing, then A <B is essential. (The proof is an easy induction; “majorizing” 
is needed here.) 
Veksler seems to have been the first to discuss r.u. completion in vector lattices. 
Again, the modifications for e-groups are easy: 
(c) (See [38].) In Arch, for each object A, 
(1) there is an r.u. complete monoreflection A 5 ruA, 
(2) A 5 ruA is r.u. dense and majorizing (thus essential), 
(3) if A <B is r.u. dense and majorizing, with B r.u. complete, then B is isomorphic 
to ruA over A. 
(d) ([37, 5.2(b)]). In Arch, (ru)DCD and (ru)d is an essential monoreflection on 
D n RU. (The first assertion is proved by a routine transfite induction. The second 
assertion follows easily; one notes that, in general, given two monoreflections, s onto 
S and t onto T, one must iterate st (or ts) transfinitely to achieve the reflection on 
Sn T.) 
12.2 Theorem. In Arch, 
( I ) AC = D n RU, i.e., A is algebraically closed if A is divisible and r.u. complete. 
(2) a = (ru)d (up to natural equioalence), 
(3) [f A 5 B is algebraic, each divisible and B r.u. complete, then A is r. u. dense 
in B. 
Proof. (1) is the crux of this, and we prove it below. Granted (1): (2) follows (us- 
ing Theorem 11.1 and 12.1(d)) because c( and (ru)d both monoreflect onto the same 
subcategory [22]. Suppose A 5 B as in (3). By (l), BE AC, thus B = crA (up to iso- 
morphism) by Theorem 11.1. So B=(rzd)dA =I-& by (2). So A is r.u. dense in B by 
12.1(c). We turn to the proof of (1). 
AC CD n RU: Any A 5 (rzr)dA is algebraic, by Theorem 12.1 (d) and [31, 9.31. So 
if A E AC, A = (ru)dA whence A E /I I-I RU (using Theorem 12.1(d)). 
AC > DflRU: This proof consists of a reduction to W. then the proof of a somewhat 
similar theorem (12.3) in W. 
We reduce to WI Suppose A E DnRlJ and A < B is algebraic, i.e., epic and majorizing 
(Corollary 10.3). Let ha R+; we want b EA. Choose a EA with b < a, and consider 
the induced embedding of quotients A/al.” <B/alB. It is an easy lemma that ht + 
CI~ = b2 + ul, with b,,bz E& entails bl : b;. So it suffices to find al E Aim with 
at +a1 -h+nl. For then lilt 1 A u = b module Us, and ]u, 1 A a and b E aLL. 
As discussed in Section IO, AjdA 5 Bja-B IS a W-embedding (with weak units 
u + Us): and is W-epic and majorizing. Also D and RU are preserved under quotient 
formation, so A/& ED fl RU. (See [25], regarding r.u. completeness.) Note that h i- 
a’ < a + ul, thus b + (I~ E (B/@ )*, in the W-notation of the following. 
For HE W, with implicit weak unit eH, H* denotes [eH]H, which in the Yosida 
rcprcsentation H 2 D( YH) coincides with {h E H 1 h E C(YH ), i.e., h is bounded}. See 
Section 2 of Ball and Hager [3 l]. It suffices now to prove the following. 
12.3 Theorem. Let G 5 H br W-epic and rnujoriziny, und su,uposr G ED n RU. Thrn 
G* = H*. 
Proof. We must rely heavily and technically upon material from Ball and Hager 
[3 11: The Yosida representation (Section 2), the maximum essential reflection c3G = 
lim{C(n, g;‘R) 1 {Y,~} C G} (Sections 3, 9) and the maximum majorizing W-epic ex- 
tension of G,mG = [GlcAG‘ (Section 8). W-objects will be identified with their Yosida 
representations. Now, (mG)* = lim{C*(n,, g;‘R) ] {g,} C G}. Since any majorizing 
W-epic extension of G embeds into mG over G ([31, 8.2]), it suffices for 12.3 to 
show 
(i) for GEW, if GED~IRU, then G” =(mG)*. 
We prove this, as a consequence of several lcsscr propositions. In the following, for 
G E IV, GE U means G is uniformly complete in the usual sense when viewed in its 
Yosida representation, i.e., contains limits for all r.u. Cauchy sequences regulated by 
eo = 1. Clearly, RU I7 W C I/‘. 
(ii) If GEDnU, then G’=C(YA) 
(iii) If GE D r~ Z?U(n W), then each u-‘R (y E G) is C*-embedded in YG. 
(iv) If GE D n U? and if each y-‘R is C*-embedded in YG, then G’ = (mG>*. 
(ii) follows from the Stone -Weierstrass Theorem and the fact that G” separates 
points of YG. 
For (iii), let J‘ E C*(g’R). We can assume g > 1. Let Y,: {x E YG 1 g(x) <a}. This 
is compact, thus C” -embedded in YG, so there is ,fJ E C(YG) with _f, 1 Y, =,f’]Y,, and 
we can arrange it that 0 < .f, I B E 1 v V{.f(x) 1 n E y-‘R}. By (i), each ,fn EG. Then, 
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fjl + ,f(g) within C(g-‘R). (Given k, choose n(k) > 2Bk, and let n 2 n(k). Then 
if x E Y,, klf,(x) ~ f(x)1 = 0 < g(x), and 
if x $! Y,, so that n < y(x), we have 
U,(x) - f(x)1 I k(lfn(x)I + If(x < k(B + B) 
= 2Bk < n(k) < n < g(x).) 
It follows that (,fn) is r.u. Cauchy (regulated by q) within G. Since GE RU, there is 
h E G such that fn + h r.u. within G, say fn + h(o). This easily implies that 
,fn(x) ---f h(x) for each x E up’R. Likewise, the convergence above, ,fn -+ f(g), implies 
that ,f,,(x) + ,f(x) for each x E gp’R. Thus f = h on v-‘R n g-‘R, and this is dense 
in YG. Since f was bounded, so is h, so h E G” = C( YA). This shows that h is the 
desired extension of .f. 
For (iv), we recall that, in a compact space any intersection of countably many 
dense C*-embedded cozero sets is C*-embedded [2,11], and note that the sets g;‘R 
in the description of (mA)* are dense cozero sets. Thus, under the hypotheses of (iv), 
if f E (mG)*, then .f has an extension g E C( YG), while C( YG) = G* by (i). Thus 
shows (mG)* 2 G*. 
Now (i) follows from (iii) and (iv). That completes the proof of Theorem 12.3, thus 
also of Theorem 12.2. 0 
13. Questions and remarks 
13.1. In Theorem 12.2(3), the hypothesis “B r.u. complete” cannot be dropped. This 
is shown by the example at the end of Ball and Hager [32]. 
13.2. In Theorem 12.2(3), the hypothesis A <B algebraic, i.e., Arch-epic and ma- 
jorizing, cannot be weakened to “W-epic and majorizing”. This is essentially the same 
as saying that, in Theorem 12.3, the conclusion cannot be strengthened to “G = H”. 
Here is an example (obtained in collaboration with J. Martinez). 
Let ~LN be the one-point compactification of the discrete natural numbers N. Then 
C(zN) (like any C(X)) is r.u. complete ([25, 43.11). 
Let u E C(N) be U(X) = x, and define an Arch-embedding cp : C(ctN) + C(N) by: 
q(f)(x) = f(x)/u(x) (x E N). Let (p(C(%N)) = G < C(N ); of course, G is r.u. com- 
plete. We designate the unit 1, so G < C(N) in W. In the Yosida representation of 
C(N), C(N)“=“D(/?N), and G separates points of BN, so the induced presentation 
of G < D(/lN) is the Yosida representation of G. (See [31] Section 2) Note that 
q(l)-‘R = N. 
It is now clear, or easy - see [31] Sections 3, 8, if needed - that: c3G = C(N), and 
G is r.u. dense in C(N); mG = [GICcNj, and G is not r.u. dense in mG (since G was 
r.u. complete, and majorizes mG). 
This establishes our several claims above. 
13.3. A point of puzzlement is how to generate AC = D n RU by categorical opera- 
tions: In a sufficiently complete category (like Arch), SEP~ is the “epireflective hull” 
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of the class ,d of objects, where P& stands for all products of .d-objects, and SEB 
stands for all extremal subobjects of B objects. (See [22].) 
Now, in W or Arch, let B denote {D(X) /X is a basically disconnected space}, 
and let F denote {D(X) 1 X is a quasi-F space}. In [6], we have shown that B = all 
W-epicomplete objects, and SEB = all Arch-epicomplete objects (“SE” meant in Arch, 
of course). In [31], we have shown that AC = F and SEF = c3 (with “AC” and “SE” 
meant in IV). 
Now, in Arch, F C D n RU = AC, PF = F and SEF C AC (since AC is epireflective). 
It would seem plausible that SEF = AC, but we have had no success in proving that. 
13.4. For A E Arch, let K(A) G {I /I 1s an ideal of A with A/I E Arch}. An extension 
A <B in Arch is Kernel-preserving, or KP, if K(B) 3 J H J nA E K(A) is a bijection. 
Likewise, we define KP-extensions in W, and definitions can be concocted easily for 
various quite general settings. 
It is shown in [30] that for W, the maximum essential reflection c3 is also the 
maximum KP-extension, and in [36], that for a general setting, any essential reflection 
is KP. (Also, [8] deals with maximum KP-extensions in certain natural subcategories 
of Arch and W.) One would like to see a theorem of the form “maximum essential 
reflection = maximum KP-extension” valid in a category, or class of structures, of 
some sorts. In Arch, there is the obvious conjecture that the algebraic closure aA is 
the maximum KP-extension; we have not been able to prove this. 
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